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Dear Client,

Whether you are a private GAPS client or a GAPS Group member, this workbook will help you to implement the GAPS Nutritional Programme. This is your friend, which you will use every day and take with you to your GAPS Consultations and/or GAPS Group Meetings. Blank note pages have been provided throughout this workbook for note taking.

Your workbook consists of several parts:

1. GAPS PRIVATE CONSULTATIONS - pg. 3

2. GAPS GROUP MEETINGS - pg. 15

3. DAILY DIARY - pg. 27 (Master copy provided. You will need to make plenty of copies from this master to chart your progress.)

4. GAPS RESOURCES - pg. 31

5. APPENDIX - pg. 35 (This section contains some useful articles and extra information.)

It may be helpful to place this workbook into a three-ring binder. You can purchase one from your practitioner (if available) or a local office supply store. A durable ring binder will serve to protect your workbook.
and the private information contained within it. It will help you remain organized, and provide additional storage space for you to collect important documents such as test results, recipes, hand-outs, additional note pages, etc.

Be mindful to choose a “view finder” style binder that is at least one inch thick or more. A “view finder” binder has special showcase pockets on the outside panels (front, back, and spine) for personalization. For your convenience, the front and back covers of this workbook are perforated along the seam. Pull the covers away at the perforation line, and then place them into the showcase pockets of your three-ring binder. Please write your name on the front workbook cover before placing it into the front view finder panel. This will help you to distinguish your GAPS binder from others.

I hope this workbook will be a useful and effective tool as you navigate through the GAPS Nutritional Programme.

Best Wishes,
GAPS PRIVATE CONSULTATIONS

So, you had your first consultation! What do you do now?

While you are waiting for your consultation report, please do the following:

1. Read the book **GUT AND PSYCHOLOGY SYNDROME** by Dr, Natasha Campbell-McBride. Having read the book, study relevant for your situation chapters: *The Appropriate Diet for GAP Syndrome; It’s Feeding Time. Oh, No!* and other chapters, which are important for you. If you have a fussy eater, please also read the *Fussy Eaters and the GAPS Diet: a mother’s story* in the Appendix.

2. Read through this entire workbook and become familiar with the daily diary. You will be using it to track and monitor your progress throughout the programme.

3. Reduce exposure to man-made chemicals in your household. Please, read the chapter: *Detoxification for People with GAPS*, p. 299 in the book. Remove all man-made chemicals form your home and replace them with natural alternatives. I have provided you with a list of local suppliers of natural non-toxic personal care products, laundry detergents, cleaning chemicals and dishwasher soaps (please, look in *Resources*).

4. Equip your kitchen ready for implementing the diet. I have provided you with a list of local suppliers of cooking pots, juicers, large glass jars for fermentation (or fermenting crock pot), yoghurt makers, yoghurt starters, casserole pots, etc. (please, look in *Resources*).

5. Get natural salt: Celtic salt or Himalayan crystal salt. I have provided you with local suppliers of natural salt. Please, read about the importance of consuming natural salt on p.141 in the book.

6. Locate sources of good quality food. I have provided you with a list of local suppliers (please, look in *Resources*). Buy meat from grass-fed animals and put it in the freezer (it is less expensive to buy meat in bulk: such as a whole lamb, quarter of beef, several chickens or ducks, etc.). If freezer space is a problem, purchase a
large freezer (you can get freezers second hand, which are inexpensive and in perfectly good condition).

7. Make sauerkraut, vegetable medley or fermented vegetables with kefir culture. The recipes are on pp. 195-197 in the book.

8. Make your first pot of meat stock; please see recipes on p. 178-179 in the book. If you got the natural salt delivered to you, then use it in making the meat stock. Having made the meat stock, make your first pot of soup with this meat stock.

9. Roast a duck or a goose for dinner and collect the fat from it (or roast a joint of lamb, beef or pork). Please, see the recipes on pp. 184-187 in the book. These fats will keep in the fridge for many months, stored in glass jars. You will use them for all you cooking.

10. Get a permanent supply of clean water for drinking and cooking, free of chlorine, fluoride, pesticides and other contaminants. The best solution is to install a water filter in your kitchen; I have provided you with some local suppliers (please, look in Resources).

- You will receive your consultation report in 1 to 2 weeks. This list of necessary preparations for implementing the GAPS Nutritional Protocol will take you about that time to accomplish.

- You also might consider joining a local GAPS Group (if available in your area) for additional support and resources.

- Have you got any questions to ask your GAPS practitioner at your next consultation? Please, record your questions now on the next GAPS consultation note pages.
CONSULTATION NOTES
CONSULTATION NOTES
CONSULTATION NOTES
GAPS GROUP MEETINGS

So, you’re ready to join a local GAPS Group!

As your local Certified GAPS Practitioner, I run your local group. This is a place for all the local GAPS people to get together, to ask questions, to learn new information, and to meet other people in the same situation. These meetings are for you! So, please do your best to attend them regularly.

The meeting time and venue of your GAPS Group will be announced by e-mail, blog, or website notification each week.

In preparation for a GAPS Group Meeting, you may want to make a note of the following:

- Questions you are happy to ask in public.
- Questions you want to ask in private.
- Any new tips and discoveries you want to share with the rest of the GAPS Group.
- Any new suppliers or recipes you find to share with your group.

At your GAPS Group Meetings you will be guided through the programme in a step-by-step manner, and you will be educated at a manageable pace. At each meeting you will learn something new and your questions will be answered. GAPS Group meetings will provide ongoing, excellent educational experiences for you, as you will be meeting a wide range of GAPS people with different conditions and healing progress.

Be sure to bring your workbook, binder, and extra paper to take notes to EVERY meeting. This will allow you to record new information, and at the same time, allow your GAPS Practitioner to have a look at your progress.

Have you got any questions to ask your GAPS practitioner at the next meeting? Please, record your questions now on the next GAPS Group Meeting note pages.
GAPS GROUP MEETING NOTES
GAPS GROUP MEETING NOTES
GAPS DAILY DIARY

It is impossible to remember everything that you eat and experience on a daily basis. This daily diary will help you to create a complete record of your nutritional programme and how it affects your health.

Please complete your diary every day. The Daily Diary pages are self-explanatory. You do not have to fill every section, but please write what is relevant on any given day. This record will help you and your GAPS Practitioner to see when foods or supplements should be introduced and how to proceed with the programme.

Do not write in the blank diary provided in this workbook, as it will serve as a MASTER COPY for you to make photo copies for the entire course. If you need additional copies of the diary, ask your GAPS Practitioner to provide you with a fresh copy to use as a master for creating future photo copies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>SUPPLEMENTS</th>
<th>DOSE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BREAKFAST:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID-MORNING:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUNCH:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID-AFTERNOON:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINNER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT HAPPENED TODAY?

New food or supplements introduced *(any reactions, fussy eating, appetite)*?

Digestive symptoms *(pain, bloating, burping, flatulence, etc.)*?

Stool *(how many today, colour, consistency, any discomfort passing stool)*?
Enema given *(describe)*?

Personal symptoms *(behaviour, sleep, general well-being, pain, any individual symptoms)*?

Activities *(school, work, consultations, any other special notes)*?

Have you got any questions to ask your GAPS practitioner at your next consultation or meeting? Please, record your questions on the provided note pages in this workbook or on the reverse side of this page.
DAILY DIARY NOTES CONTINUED
GAPS RESOURCES

1. List of GAPS publications:
   - *Gut And Psychology Syndrome* book by Dr N Campbell-McBride
   - *Cooking With GAPS* DVD, full of recipes and practical tips
   - *Internal Bliss* recipe book
   - *Put Your Heart In Your Mouth* book by Dr N Campbell-McBride
   - There are many GAPS websites, the most popular are:
   - Please, refer to the Frequently Asked Questions page on the www.gaps.me, which is updated regularly and will answer many questions for you.
   - Dr. Campbell-McBride’s blog www.Doctor-Natasha.com

2. Your GAPS Practitioner may provide you with an additional list of local suppliers for food, kitchen equipment, natural salt, water and shower filters, personal care products, and domestic cleaning chemicals, etc., etc.

3. Your local GAPS Group members will also share new resources that will help you to be successful on your GAPS programme.
RESOURCES
RESOURCES
APPENDIX

Whenever you have questions on GAPS, please check on the Frequently Asked Questions page on Dr Campbell-McBride’s information website www.gaps.me. This page is updated regularly and will answer many questions for you. Questions, which you have not found answers for, we can discuss at the next GAPS Consultation or Group Meeting.

1. Fussy Eaters and the GAPS Diet: a mother’s story


My child is a fussy eater and self limits his diet. How am I able to get him to eat the GAPS food? This is one of the more common questions I am asked and understandably so. This was my number one question too. I sought answers everywhere including standing up at seminars and asking several experts how this could be achieved yet fussy eating was an understatement. I wanted my son to eat these healing foods but I asked myself, “How could he achieve this with his extreme food aversions and oral sensory issues?”

He would only eat 5 foods so we gave him the GAPS alternatives to what he liked like crumbed chicken nuggets with almond meal cooked in lard. (Big mistake) He ate it but it was by no means providing him with healing foods. All it did was eliminate the offending foods he needed to avoid and provide him with self limiting alternatives. He did have withdrawals from dairy and grains and seemed to do much better without them but he was just plugging along with his fussy little eating habits and made very little progress.
It was not until I decided to implement strict Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) strategies (explained in the GAPS book under the chapter marked ‘it’s feeding time! Oh, no!’) to see if we could get him to eat the things his little body desperately needed that we saw an amazing change. I thought if I was going to do this, I needed to commit 100% and be well prepared, firm and consistent with my approach. The other key factor was to not give in to him and avoid giving him any other food if he refused to eat what we offered.

ABA needed to be planned with realistic goals and highly motivating rewards. We strategically designed some intervention tools tailored to his needs that we knew he could work with and enjoy. With the use of the tools and ABA strategies we started to introduce the new foods with the GAPS Introduction Diet. All we gave him for two weeks was homemade soup and meat stock. This was very difficult to give him as he gagged, screamed, self harmed and vomited. When he learnt that he could get a reward that was highly desirable he complied with our requests. We worked as a husband wife team together in the first few days in doing this. After a few days he began to detox and got sick with some symptoms getting worse. He even went off eating his food altogether which we latter learnt was common at this stage. Although this was worrying, we nursed him through the detox stage as if it was a bad virus or flu and gradually continued with giving him his soup and stock in small amounts until he could tolerate it. By the middle of the second week, he asked for seconds and then thirds and we thought ‘hey ho stop your belly is full now’. He actually wanted and desired the food that he completely struggled with only ten days ago and wanted lots of it.
On the second week we started him on stage two of the GAPS intro diet with lamb casserole and vegetables. We got all the ABA tools and items out ready to go through it again but to our amazement he ate it and was really enjoying it without any ABA intervention. He then wanted to eat bananas and other fruits and foods that we could never get him to eat before. I did not think he would eat the banana so I gave it to him and to my surprise he ate it and asked for another and then asked for an apple. Unfortunately we could not give him the second banana or any other fruit because we wanted to stick to the intervention plan. I never would have believed it if I had not seen it with my own eyes. It was at this point that I said to my husband “parents need to know this!” So here I am telling people that it is possible and they can do what seems impossible to achieve. As a result, I have had the pleasure of watching many other committed parents who thought it was not possible, to see their own little fussy eaters transform in ten days.

If all it takes is 100% commitment from parents, good healing food, an individual ABA plan with a few dollars spent on some very motivating rewards, then it is well worth it! I would have paid hundreds just to have someone get him to eat some nourishing foods but instead we did it ourselves and all the money went into our son with his rewards. If you think that you can do this then I strongly support your success as I have seen others achieve this who thought it was not possible. There is something about the healing properties in the meat stock and soup that begins to repair the microvilli and enterocytes in the gut wall that consequently interrelate with the mind, taste and adjustment with sensory issues with food.

It somehow changes all this so it is well worth the effort to give it a go. I know it can be more difficult with older children but
where there is a will there is a way. Just keep talking to your children and educate them if you can. You know your child better than anyone else and you will find the best motivators and strategies to implement an ABA plan if you wish. Remember, the best desired outcome for fussy eaters is achieved by combining ABA with the implementation of the GAPS Introduction Diet.

Have faith, give it all you have and think of food as your love. What do you have to lose?

2. One man’s meat is another man’s poison!

Dr. Campbell-McBride

Published on www.Doctro-Natasha.com

We are all different; every one of us is a unique individual. So, ‘one size fits all’ never works. That is why we have such a bewildering number of various diets being proposed: high carbohydrate / low carbohydrate, high fat / low fat, high protein / low protein, all raw / all cooked, etc. etc.; and the interesting thing is that every diet suits some people and does not suit others. Why is that? Because ‘it takes two to tango’, which means that there is no such thing as a bad food per se or good food per se without taking into account a very important factor, who is eating it! Not only who is eating it, but what state that person is in.

Let’s try and understand this in more detail.

We all have different heredity and constitution. If your predecessors were Vikings or Eskimos, then chances are that
you will generally need to eat lots of fish, meat and fat. But if your predecessors came from a Mediterranean culture or some tropical area of the world, then you will probably need more carbohydrates in your diet. Ancient Chinese and Ayurvedic medicines try to classify different constitutional types of people, and would not dream of applying diet or herbs without this knowledge, as different constitutional types need very different approaches.

Constitution is just one factor. There are many more.

Throughout our lives our bodies go through anabolic / catabolic cycles, in other words cycles of building itself up and cleansing itself. There is a daily building / cleansing cycle, a seasonal one and ‘as-it-is-necessary’ ones which can happen any time. For building itself your body needs very different nutrients from those it uses for cleansing itself (animal foods are generally building, while plant foods are generally cleansing). Only your body knows what it needs at every moment of your life.

Depending on what your body is doing at the time, depending on the season of the year, on the weather and the level of stress you are under, your body can switch between different ways of energy production: using glucose for example or using fats. Only your body knows what is appropriate at any particular moment of your existence, and it requires very different nutrients for different patterns of energy production.

We all have an autonomic nervous system, which is responsible for all the ‘autopilot’ functions of the body: for your heart beating, for your blood circulating, for your digestive system feeding you, etc. The autonomic nervous system is made out of two branches: a sympathetic nervous system and a parasympathetic nervous system. These two systems
generally work in opposition to each other providing a very complex balance in every function of the body. Again, depending on an infinite number of factors (daily cycle of activity and sleep, season, weather, stress, infection, feeding / cleansing, your occupation at the time, etc.) you will shift from being ‘sympathetic dominant’ to ‘parasympathetic dominant’. This shift can happen several times every day, every few days, every season and it is different in different age-groups. The important thing is that these two branches of our nervous system require very different sets of nutrients to be fed: one likes meat and fat, while the other needs more carbohydrates. Only your body knows what proportions of protein/fat/carbohydrate it needs at any given moment of your life; no laboratory or scientist will be able to calculate this for you.

Then there is the acid / alkaline balance in the body, which again changes all the time every day depending on many factors. There is a myth in nutritional circles that ‘being acid is bad’ and that all of us have to strive to be alkaline all the time. Different foods have been classified to be ‘alkalising’ (such as fruit and vegetables) or ‘acidifying’ (such as grains and meats). This simply is not true. Your body shifts from alkaline to acid states all the time depending on many factors: activity of your autonomic nervous system, the type of energy production at the time, your hormonal profile at the time, respiration, kidney function, many of which in turn change according to daily cycle, season, weather and your activity. Depending on all those factors an apple, for example, which is considered to be an ‘alkalising’ food, can make your body acid, and vice versa, a piece of meat, which is considered to be ‘acidifying’ can make your body alkaline. Only your body knows how to use foods at
any given moment of your life; only your body has the inner intelligence to make these impossibly complex calculations.

As if that is not enough, then there is the water and electrolyte balance in the body, which also shifts all the time depending on many factors. Our mainstream medicine pronounced salt to be ‘evil’ and recommends reducing its consumption. Processed salt should not be consumed just as all processed foods should not be consumed (as these things are unnatural for human physiology and should not be called ‘food’). However, natural unprocessed salt (such as Himalayan crystal salt or Celtic salt) contains more than 90 minerals and not only is good for us, it is essential for our bodies to maintain the right water/electrolyte balance. Then there is the myth that we need to drink lots of water every day, even different amounts in litres-per-day are prescribed in nutritional literature. Following that advice blindly can get you into a lot of trouble, if your body is low on electrolytes and needs salt instead of water. No matter how clever we think we are, we cannot calculate how much salt or water we should consume at any given time: only your body knows that, and it has excellent ways of telling you what it needs – thirst for water, desire for salt or any particular food, which may have the right mineral composition. Make no mistake; your body knows the nutrient composition of foods on this planet.

These are just a few factors to demonstrate to you that no laboratory, no clever doctor or scientist and no clever book can calculate for you what you should be eating at 8am, or 1pm, or 6pm or in between. Only your body has the unsurpassed intelligence to figure out what it needs at any given moment of your life, as your nutritional needs change all the time: every minute, every hour and every day.
So, what do we do? How do we feed ourselves properly? The answer is: get back in touch with your body’s inner intelligence. Just think: if your body needs so much protein right now + so much fat + so much carbohydrate + so much of vitamin B12 and so much of vitamin C, how would it let you know that it needs this particular composition of nutrients? And even if your body had a way of letting you know all this information, how would you go about providing this mix of nutrients? How are you to calculate all those factors and provide the right amounts? Well, Mother Nature is kind and it is not asking us to do anything so complicated. Instead it gave us senses of SMELL, TASTE, and DESIRE for a particular food and a sense of SATISFACTION after eating it. So, when your body needs a particular mix of nutrients, it will give you a desire for a particular food, which contains just that right mix; this particular food will smell divine to you and taste wonderful, and you will feel satisfied after eating it. But in an hour or two the needs of your body will change, and that particular food will not be appealing anymore for you; instead you will have a desire for another food, which nutritionally will serve you correctly for that particular moment of your life.

So, the only way for us to serve our bodies properly with the right food is to be in touch with our senses!

Let us think about it a little more.

The DESIRE for a particular food

The word ‘desire’ has somewhat a negative feel for many people thanks to centuries of religious and political conditioning, desire is considered to be something we ‘have to resist’ and must not ‘succumb to’. Yet, desire for a particular
food is the main way your body tells you what it needs at any particular moment nutritionally. So, when you get hungry stop and think: “What would I desire to eat right now? What is the most appealing food for me right now?” Forget about all the books you have read, forget about all the nutritional mantras of what you have to eat at a particular time of day, and just ask the question. The answer will come immediately, and just the thought of that particular food will fill your mouth with saliva. Respect your desire! Desire is your inner body intelligence talking to you, letting you know what it needs to keep you healthy, energetic and happy. If you listen to your desire every time you eat, you will be able to digest that food well and it will do you only good, because you have eaten it at the right time, just when your body asked for it.

Trouble is that in our modern commercial world people’s desires for food have been manipulated through the use of addictive and taste-altering chemicals in processed foods. Yes, many processed so-called ‘foods’ contain chemicals specifically designed to make them addictive. Listening to your desire only applies to natural foods – foods that Mother Nature has designed. Stop eating processed foods and your normal sense of desire for food will return.

**The sense of SMELL**

Have you ever observed animals? They will never put anything in their mouths without smelling it first. Why? Because wild animals are fully in touch with their instincts – their inner body intelligence. Sense of smell gives your body a lot of information about the food: is it safe to eat, has it been contaminated by chemicals or microbes, is it fresh, and most importantly, is it
appropriate for your bodily needs at the moment? So, before putting anything into your mouth smell it: if it is the right food for you at the moment, it will smell very appealing. If it is not the right food, it will smell repulsive. Respect your sense of smell and listen to it.

Trouble is, that many people in our modern world have a damaged sense of smell due to use of synthetic perfumes. All smelly man-made chemicals, such as laundry detergents, domestic cleaning chemicals, so-called air fresheners and perfumes block the olfactory receptors (the smell receptors) in your nose. Your nose has a set number of olfactory receptors, and once they are blocked by a chemical, new molecules of that chemical coming in have nothing to attach to, so you cannot smell it anymore. We all have met people who smell like a perfume factory, but they do not realise just how excessively they apply their perfume onto themselves, because they cannot smell it anymore, their smell receptors in the nose are blocked with that chemical. The same happens with common laundry detergents, which use very powerful perfumes in order to disguise the unpleasant smell of the detergent itself. People who use them regularly are unable to smell them anymore, because these people are exposed to this smell all the time from their clothes, towels and bedding. These people cannot smell their food properly either, as their smell receptors in the nose are permanently occupied by their laundry detergent. To restore you sense of smell, remove all smelly/perfumed chemicals from your environment: replace your laundry detergent with a non-scented natural one and do not use any perfumes, scented personal care products or air fresheners. In a few weeks time your olfactory receptors will clean themselves up and your sense of smell will return.
The sense of TASTE

Food is one of the greatest pleasures of life, and so it must be! If the food is not pleasurable, then it is the wrong food for you at the moment (no matter how ‘healthy’ it is supposed to be)! So, listen to your sense of taste and respect it! It is your friend as it is one of the channels of communication between your body’s inner intelligence and your conscious mind. How else would your body tell you that it needs a particular mix of nutrients, but by giving you great pleasure from consuming them in the form of food?

The trouble is that many people have an altered or dulled sense of taste due to regular consumption of processed foods. Many processed foods contain taste-altering chemicals, which are deliberately added to the ‘food’. These chemicals are not only toxic, but can alter your perception of taste for a long time, so it is essential to stop consuming processed foods in order to restore your normal sense of taste.

Many nutritional deficiencies can alter the perception of taste (zinc deficiency is particularly known for this). As you start consuming a natural wholesome diet your nutritional deficiencies will diminish and your sense of taste will return. Toxins in your mouth can also alter your perception of taste. Try to brush your teeth with cold pressed olive oil (or any other cold pressed oil) instead of toothpaste: this Ayurvedic procedure has a good record in detoxifying the mouth. Working with a holistic dentist is very important, as many dental materials in the mouth can make it toxic and alter your sense of taste.
The sense of SATISFACTION after eating

If you have eaten a meal appropriate for your body’s nutritional needs at the time, you will feel fully satisfied. There will be no cravings for something else, only a nice comfortable feeling of satisfaction, which will allow you to focus on other things in your life and forget about food for a while.

It is important not to overeat, so you don’t feel ‘stuffed’. However, if you listen to your sense of pleasure from food, then you will not overeat because you would stop eating as soon as the food stops being pleasurable. Pleasure on / pleasure off are the signals your body gives you to let you know about its needs. Your sense of pleasure will keep you eating as long as your body still needs the nutrients from that particular food; as soon as your body had enough of those nutrients, the food will stop giving you pleasure.

Cravings for sweet foods are common amongst GAPS people due to unstable blood sugar level. It takes time to normalise blood sugar and the most effective way to deal with it is to increase your fat consumption, particularly animal fats (within your pleasure zone, of course). So, consume plenty of animal fats with your meals. In order to keep your blood sugar at a stable level between meals make a mixture of raw butter (or coconut oil) with some raw honey to taste, put it into a glass jar which you can carry with you, and eat a few spoonfuls every 20-30 minutes all day. This measure can be very helpful in the initial stages of the treatment. As your blood sugar regulation will normalise through the use of GAPS Nutritional Programme, you will be able to gradually reduce and stop eating butter/honey mixture.
How do we do apply this wisdom while on the GAPS diet?

The GAPS Diet is not set in stone; you have to adapt it for your unique body, for its unique daily needs. The GAPS diet gives you the list of foods to work with. When you eat these different foods and in what proportions is up to you. Listen to your body’s needs, communicated to you through the senses of desire, smell, taste and satisfaction. For example, one day you may feel like only an apple for breakfast, but tomorrow you may enjoy a large cooked breakfast made from eggs, bacon, sausages and a salad. For example, on the first day you were very happy just to drink meat stock and eat some cooked chicken, but next day you do not feel like meat or meat stock at all and are much happier to eat vegetables and yoghurt. Your body will let you know what proportions of protein, fat and carbohydrate to have at every meal. How? Through desire for particular foods; so when you sit down to a family meal, eat only what appeals to you at the time, and in the amounts that appeal to you.

It is essential to listen to your body’s desires when you are following the GAPS diet – the Introduction Diet or the Full GAPS Diet. Your desires will let you know how quickly to move through the stages of the Introduction Diet. It is possible that you would have to eat something not allowed on a particular stage if you really desire it, because that is what your body requires at that time, and you have to respect it. You are unique and nobody can prescribe the right sequence of food introduction for you. If you were following the GAPS Introduction Diet to a letter and felt well, but then one day you get a strong desire for, let’s say, raw tomatoes (which are not included into the plan), then listen to this desire! This is your body telling you that it needs particular nutrients at this
particular time, and raw tomatoes will provide them. If you deny your body that need, you may get yourself into trouble: your electrolyte balance may get upset or your hormones may not work well, or something else will not work. Yes, you would have ‘cheated’ on the diet by eating tomatoes, but once that particular need of your body has been satisfied, you can continue with your programme. Any progress goes through two steps forward then one step back, and healing is no exception. So, don’t worry about ‘cheating’ on the diet sometimes if your body has really asked for it. This is not cheating; this is working with your body and respecting it. Remember, your body knows infinitely more about itself than we will ever know with all our intelligence and science!

Remember also that your body’s nutritional needs change all the time. So, your desire for foods will also change all the time: what felt wonderfully satisfying for breakfast may not be appealing for lunch, and what was delicious in the afternoon may feel repulsive at dinner time. All these feelings are very valid and should be listened to! You are a unique individual, so what suites one person around the table may not suite you at all.

How do we apply this to children on GAPS diet?

As parents we have to make decisions for our children. GAPS children have altered senses of smell, taste and desire for foods, and they may have severe cravings and addictions to the very foods that harm them. The cravings and addictions usually are to processed foods; as we start the GAPS Nutritional Protocol we remove all processed foods, and as a result your child may go through a period of withdrawal with all
sorts of symptoms (behavioural and physical). This is important for the parents to understand in order to help the child to go through this difficult period: your child’s body is stuck in a diseased metabolic state, so it demands particular unhealthy foods to maintain and serve that state. So, unless we want to maintain this diseased metabolic state, we cannot allow the child to have those foods. Shifting the child’s body to a healthy metabolic state will take time and effort, and the GAPS Nutritional Programme will do it for you. So stick to the list of foods allowed on GAPS diet. However, within that list try to provide a large enough variety of foods for the child to choose from (when the state of withdrawal is more or less over!). It is very important for your child to start using the senses of desire, smell, taste and satisfaction. Your child will need time to learn to use these senses and to discover them in the first place, as in a diseased metabolic state these senses were suppressed and perverted. So, fill your house with GAPS food and allow your child to pick and choose (within reason of course). Allow your child to explore food the way he or she wants to, eat it with hands, eat it cold or warm, eat it at a meal table or graze on it all day. It is essential for any child (GAPS or healthy ‘normally’ developing child) to develop a healthy relationship with food right from the beginning of their lives. Unfortunately, in the Western world in many cases that does not happen. It is very upsetting to see some mothers in the Western world working intently on the child’s table manners, while not putting any effort into preparing a decent meal for her child (serving some micro-waved processed concoction). A combination of poor quality food and heavy pressure on eating that ‘food’ with the best table manners can put anybody off food, let alone a small child! In order for the child to develop normal senses in relation to food the child needs natural healthy foods full of flavour and
taste; and the child must be allowed to explore that food on his or her terms (eating it with their hands, making a mess, enjoying it). Table manners can come later, when the child has developed natural food senses of desire for food, smell, taste and satisfaction from food, which will serve your child’s body well for the rest of his or her life.

**In conclusion:** Mother Nature took billions of years to design the human body; it is an incredibly intelligent creation! As the natural foods on this planet have been designed during the same time, your inner body intelligence knows their composition, and knows what foods to choose for particular needs. All we have to do is treat this intelligence with respect. Use your senses of smell, taste, desire for food and satisfaction from eating it to guide you in your decisions: when to eat, what foods to eat and in what combinations. And remember: you are unique, so what suits your neighbour may not suite you at all.
Dear Patient,

You have been given this Workbook to help you plan and document your journey back to good health as you progress through the GAPS Protocol. Your GAPS Certified Practitioner, having completed a rigorous training course before receiving Certification, is uniquely qualified to guide you through the steps you need to take to be successful on the GAPS Protocol.

It is now over ten years since I identified and named the condition now known universally as Gut & Psychology Syndrome. In that time the number of people who have found recovery has grown at an ever increasing rate; so that today we know that there are in excess of 100,000 worldwide who have become part of the GAPS Family. YOU are now a part of that family.

Like all good families the backbone is the support and encouragement we give to each other every day by sharing our experiences. I encourage you to work closely with your GAPS Certified Practitioner and to join one of the GAPS support groups such as GAPS Diet on Yahoo! where you will find a very active worldwide membership. Many Practitioners have set up local support groups where members meet up to share fun and information in a social and enjoyable way.

My own information web site at www.gaps.me has an ever expanding Frequently Asked Questions section, which you will find very helpful. Another resource is my blog at www.DoctorNatasha.com where events and news from around the world are posted on a regular basis.

I am blessed to be able to continue my work and I wish you and your family a truly happy and successful recovery to good health. Always remember, no matter how long the journey, it always starts with the first step; the step you have just taken.

With my best wishes,

Dr. Natasha Campbell-McBride